Beyond Prevention:
A Guide to Managing the Risk of Cyber Attack
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About Elmore Insurance
Brokers (Elmore)
Elmore is a City of London based brokerage firm with partnerships in place to offer
world leading insurance and re-insurance for customers. Providing best value to clients
is our cornerstone value, upheld by our promise to be forward-thinking specialists,
providing a global perspective through our international network and advising on the
risks of today for the challenges of tomorrow. We offer advisory, broking and claims
management services under one roof, with particular expertise in the rapidly growing
field of cyber insurance.
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Introduction
A report by Chubb insurance surveyed 500 executives with responsibilities for risk and
found that they face a changing role due to new demands, new responsibilities and a
growing influence internally. Four concepts emerged as increasingly important:

Online growth: This presents

Accelerating technological

new challenges, but also

change: This will be the future test

opportunities as risk managers

of risk managers’ skills – can they

extend their influence to the board

keep their organisation protected

and develop a deeper

in line with rapid advances?

understanding of new subject
matters

Smart collaboration: This is the
key to success and translates

Big data: Data mining is providing

to a need for building strong

ways to map future scenarios,

internal partnerships as well as

but the sheer volume of data

external partnerships with risk

can mask trends, reducing its

experts, consultants and insurance

accuracy. Understanding the

partners

source and use of data is
becoming increasingly important
for risk managers

The nature of risk is changing within both large and small organisations, those
responsible for managing this risk should be looking for new ways to manage and
transfer these risks.
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According to research by PwC, 61% of all

This eGuide will show how the risk of

large organisations don’t have insurance

cyber attack can be managed through

that would cover a cyber breach – up

adopting a whole business approach

from 48% in 2014.

to the threat, as well as looking at how
businesses can be exposed to the

With typical professional indemnity

damaging effects of cyber-attack by

policies not covering companies against

having insufficient insurance policies in

many of the costs, expenses and loss of

place.

revenues resulting from a cyber-attack,
organisations are being critically exposed
to the effects of a cyber breach.
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Managing the Risk:
A Whole Business Approach

Cyber security has traditionally been the

A study conducted by the Ponemon

preserve of IT managers, who would be

Institute examined a sample of larger

responsible for putting in place systems

benchmark companies with a minimum

and procedures that prevent a

of approximately 1,000 seats. Within

cyber-attack from penetrating networks

these organisations, it found that activity

and compromising critical hardware and

centres commonly exist for detection,

software.

recovery, investigation, ex-poste
response, incident management and

But with the increasingly sophisticated

containment. Preventing cyber crime

nature of cyber-attacks, not to mention

involves more security, technology and

the rising cost, a whole business approach

manpower than ever before.

is now among the most effective
preventative methods of combatting the

But prevention should only form one

risk of cyber-attack.

part of a cyber risk strategy as whatever
systems and processes are in place,
the attackers could already be one step
ahead. Aligned with a prevention plan,
there should also be a plan in place for
risk transfer and incident response. This
is where a whole business strategy is
required to ensure that every part of the
business is prepared and resilient.
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The Cyber Risk Management Committee
Organisations are approaching this challenge of providing a holistic strategy to cyber
risk by creating core cyber risk management committees within the business. Where
companies have dedicated risk managers, 20% cite closer engagement with insurance
brokers and other cyber consultants as their top three priorities. They also cite working
with scenario planners, risk specialists & training and development as important,
indicating that a cross business strategy of prevention and risk management is what’s
needed to truly guard against cyber risk.
Organisations should build a committee that includes the Risk, Compliance, Security,
IT, Legal, Finance and on an occasional basis bring in external cyber risk partners
including IT, Legal, PR and insurance consultants to ensure that change driven by new
technology or systems can continue safely with whole business buy-in.

Risk Manager

Compliance
Manager

Legal Counsel

IT & Information
Security Manager

The
Cyber-Risk
Management
Team

Data Protection
Officer

Marketing
Manager

Head of Finance

Insurance
Consultant
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How Can the Committee Manage Risk?
So how can a cyber risk committee help and is it worth the cost?
According to a Cyber Security Summit study, where organisations have robust
security governance in place, the cost of a cyber-attack can be reduced significantly:
In the study, they demonstrated the incremental cost savings associated with seven
key governance activities to calculate the amount of money that can be saved in the
event of an attack.

Source: Ponemon Institute

The research shows that by employing a number of governance activities, the costs
(and therefore some of the risks) of a cyber-attack can be significantly reduced.
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Basic Cyber Health by Utilizing Technology
GCHQ has released its 10 steps to Cyber Security which are basic guidelines for all
businesses to follow to ensure a basic cyber health. For a business to utilize cyber
security technology alongside strong internal governance the over all resilience of the
business will significantly increase. Having a firewall tuned and managed by a cyber
security expert, connected with an advanced monitoring function can help manage a
great deal of the risk. Regularly updated anti-virus, and patching operating systems
and critical software is another way risk can be managed and mitigated.
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The Transfer of Risk
Although there are measures that can

Within the cyber risk committee, there

be taken to manage the risk of cyber-

should be expert representation from

attack, organisations should also consider

insurance consultants so that analysis

how risk can be transferred away from

can take place on the company’s different

the company in the form of specialist

coverable exposures in the event of an

insurance.

attack.
Many different insurance policies such as
professional indemnity or crime insurance
may be in place but the level of cover in
the event of an attack could be limited,
so it’s important to get the input of a
specialist insurance consultant that can
help an organisation identify holes in their
insurance policy wordings and transfer
some of the financial pain of an attack to
insurers.
Even if a company thinks that they have
insurance for a cyber-attack, the reality
is that they might not do, so by including
a specialist insurance consultant on the
cyber risk management committee, this
can be better understood and planned
for.
So what are some of these gaps and how
might companies still be exposed to risk?
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Mind the Gap:
Common Gaps in Insurance Cover

When the highest recovery costs from

If an organisation has a significant public

a breach are balanced with the worst

profile such as Ashley Madison, then

effects of a breach, it is possible to see

hacks on these organisations highlight an

where exposures might occur due to

extended need for liability cover whereby

inadequate insurance cover. A typical

impacted parties are likely to seek

process deployed by the insurance

compensation.

industry is a gap analysis mapping an
organisation’s risks to coverage in a

This concept is further advanced as the

policy. By following this process an

level of compensation for data breaches

organisation can assure it does not have

in the U.K.is evolving. The 2015

gaps in cover.

Google v Vidal-Hall decision concerning
misuse of private information and

For example, each policy needs to be

breach of the Data Protection Act 1998

tailored in line with a company’s

established that there is no longer any

risk levels – so if an organisation is

need to prove pecuniary loss in order

answerable to Payment Card Industry

to claim for distress. Well-resourced

Data Security Standards (PCI DSS), they

claimants may pursue claims as a matter

can be liable for significant penalties from

of principal even without expectation of

the card brands and thus need to be

high compensation awards.

adequately protected for a breach of this
nature. Covering such scenarios is not

The table on the next page shows

always within standard cover and often a

common areas of cost that can arise as

firm will have to specifically request such

a result of a cyber-attack and highlights

coverage.

key areas where organisations may be
exposed without a level of specialist
insurance.
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Property

Employers

Public

Professional

Managerial

Crime

Cyber

All Risks

Liability

Liability

Liability

Liability

Insurance

Insurance

Breach Coach / Event
Manager Costs

Costs for IT forensic
firm to investigate
extent of a cyber attack

Legal and regulatory
costs to defend against
3rd party cyber claim

Public Relations costs
to advise how to notify
cyber event
Notification
management costs
including credit
monitoring
Non-physical damage
business interruption
from cyber attack

Reputational harm loss
after systems restored
for 6 months
Increased costs in
working to restore
network/system to
normal
Forensic accountant
to qualify amount of
business interruption
loss
Loss from cyber
extortion and
fraudulent
communications
Liability to customers
from breach of privacy/
confidentiality

Liability to 3rd parties
from transfer of virus

Liability to 3rd parties
from digital media and
web-site content

Mitigation costs to
reduce impact of cyber
attack / data breach
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Case Study 1:
A Big Bill for Sony

The limitations of existing insurance
policies can often not be discovered until
it is too late. Sony learnt this lesson the
hard way.
In 2011 Sony’s PlayStation network
was breached resulting in more than
77 million personal accounts being
compromised at a cost of approximately
$170 million.
The games and music goliath attempted
to claim under their general liability
insurance policy. Alas they were told it
would not cover the attack, and were
beaten down again when they pursued
the matter in court, a battle the insurers
won.
With a huge bill to burden, this proved
a painful lesson and so when they
were hacked again in 2014, their cyber
insurance policy was firmly in place. This
time around experts predict most, if not
all of their $100 million in losses were
recovered.
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Case Study 2:
Insufficient Cover for Anthem

US health insurer Anthem also suffered a cyber breach, where personal information
of current and former customers was stolen, including names, birthdays, medical
identification and Social Security numbers was stolen.
The breach, which affected about 80 million customers and employees, has been
estimated to cost Anthem upwards of $1 billion.
Although Anthem has cyber coverage in place, it is understood only $150 million to
$200 million was purchased, leaving the organisation with a large shortfall in their
level of cover.
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Summary and
Takeaways
While companies are starting to wake up to the very real risk of cyber attack, more
needs to be done to protect businesses against the damage that can be done by a
breach. As well as putting measures in place to prevent an attack from taking place,
companies also need to consider how they manage business risk should they suffer
a successful breach and guard against the devastating effect it could have on the
organisation.
Whatever measures are put in place to prevent an attack, the hackers will always
remain one step ahead. Companies should put a robust risk strategy in place that
both manages the risk of an attack and transfers risk away from the company through
specialist insurance that is tailored for their needs.

Takeaways
Create a Cyber Risk Management

Research how you can transfer

Committee within the organisation

risk away from the company
through insurance

Create a whole company approach
to managing cyber risk that is led

Analyse existing insurance policies

by the board

to understand where gaps exist
and where the company may be
critically exposed to the effects of a
cyber attack
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Companies that have inadequate cover against cyber-attacks are vulnerable to
substantial costs in the event of a breach. Find out more about how cyber insurance
can provide cover against the costs of a cyber-attack in the next eGuide in the series,
An Introduction to Cyber Insurance.

CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD NEXT EGUIDE
An Introduction to Cyber Insurance
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